






A collection of instructions and scores by people who 
live in Texas, are from Texas, or are somehow deeply 
connected to Texas.

Published by Lease Agreement in conjunction with the 
Of Texas exhibition.
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5Tania Breton Santin
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1. Find or become a Volunteer Deputy Registrar.
2. Register people to vote at a table in the gallery.

Shannon Cannings



7Ching-In Chen
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How to Make a Black Girl Pretty 

Two hot combs alternating atop the kitchen stove. 
Black from grease, carrying a pungent smell of burning hair
One bottle of Afro Sheen to calm my restless sins
Lastly, to get the spirits attention, a young black sacrifice. 
Preferably a little girl. 

We needed healing
Mama had a miscarriage 
And the white men took advantage of her sister.
Grandma used to talk to herself, until they whipped her in the 
mouth. 
All we had was nappy -headed roots.

I tried to be more, 
Prettier, softer, quieter… As I sat waiting to redeem myself. 
Wore my hair like a crown. It was a ritual.

Greased my scalp, detangle my ends, abstained from water 
or any harsh chemicals. Wore white on first Sunday, prayed 
that my burns would heal before puberty. 

I surrendered my kinks and curls as an offering to the spirits. 
I sacrificed my ears, two burns on my forehead, 
And when the hot wand fell on my neck. 

Big Momma Walker was a rootworker. 
She looked the elder wand in its teeth.
She cast a spell as she wielded the comb. 
One for my kitchen, A little for my edges, 
And one for each strand that we deemed possessed.

And
that night it rained.  

Danielle Demetria East



9Indya Finch

1. Pick up this lipstick and read the label. 
2. Ask yourself whether the name matches the
 color you imagine. 
3. Apply it as if your mother was the one tilting your
 head back and helping you become a woman. 
4. Kiss a shape onto something in your wallet or 
 purse or pocket. 
5. Put it in the envelope.  



10 Bryce Fitzgerald



11Carol Flueckiger

Counting on Solitude of Self
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15John Forse



16 John Forse
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18 Mackee Frazior



19Jesús González Flores



20 Alex Goss



21Alex Goss
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Adam,

I came up with these two in the end.

<idea one>

Complete a mundane task for the nearest stranger.

<idea two>

Improve the aesthetics of the space you are in.

<end>

I realize the second one could get weird, so up to you 
to use or not.

Regards,

Shaun

Shaun Griffiths



23Jane Helslander

Fly Around the Room

 1.      Find the nearest doorway
 2.      Stand in said doorway with arms to your 
          sides
 3.      Spread your arms so that the backs of your 
          hands are pressing on the door frame. 
 4.      Pushing them against the door frame, hold 
          this position for 1 minute.
 5.      Relax your arms, step out of the doorway, 
          and fly around the room. 
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1. Approach fridge
2. Open fridge
3. Stare aimlessly into the fridge at the thought of 
 your lack of achievements
4. Cry excessively

MJ Hernandez
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27Abdullah Khan



28 Cairus Larsen

Step 1 – Touch someone respectfully

Step 2 – Write down how you touched them

Step 3 – Repeat 



29Nico Larsen 29



30 Pat Lawler



31Julie Libersat



32 Rachel Livedalen



33Max Manning

Please note: at no point will it be preferable for an 
individual who is executing this work to use a straight 
edge. 

1. Check your email one last time 

2. Draw one small square in the space provided below 
for every email in your inbox  



34 Dani Mata34



35Cassie Mira



36 Steve Parker

Noise Part 1
e
w
s

For 6 to 99 performers with newspapers & poprocks

Load video / audio here: https://vimeo.com/362405082

Execute your actions at specific times below, independently of the other 
performers

0:00-1:10 <Listen>

1:10-1:30 Rub newspaper

1:30-3:30 <Listen>

3:30-4:05 Slowly crumble newspaper into balls

4:05-4:55 <Listen>

4:55-5:10 Rip newspaper into long strips

5:10-7:10 <Listen>

7:10 Read one news article out loud. 
 

When you are finished reading, eat the package of poprocks while 
slowly opening and closing your mouth.

Listen attentively.

Steve Parker (2017)



37Heather Joy Puskarich

Pardon me, I hope you will

For these instructions I’ll not distill

For those who never read the lines

Kindly fuck yourself to nines

Are you ready to do this right

Then open up, don’t put up a fight

Place the basket on your lap

Pick one bottle from the pack

Now place that basket gently back

A tisket a tasket

In the yellow basket

YELLOW BASKET

Do not drop it

Do NOT put it in your pocket

Put that bottle down for now

It’s up to you, I won’t tell you how

Take off your shoe

Yes, I said that to you
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A sandal, a sneaker, whatever you do

Take off those goddamn dirty socks too

Is anyone judging those ugly toes

#nofucksgiven, don’t you know

Get over your anxiety, now pick up that foot

I don’t give a shit if you’re covered in soot

As you follow these directions of mine

Keep this in the back of your mind

They put the lotion on the skin

They massage the lotion gently in

After the feet feel adequately sweet

The hands get wiped on any nearby sheet

The camera is found in the basket

A tisket a tasket 

This same basket?

Not the lotion basket

The black and white basket

BLACK AND WHITE BASKET

Heather Joy Puskarich
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Don’t you drop it

Don’t you put it in your pocket

Take the camera, it should seem obvious what to do

I guess I’ll give instructions for that too

Take a photo of those lotioned feet

One or two, while you stand or at your seat

Then place that camera back in the basket

Yes, that’s right, remember?! a tisket a tasket

The black and white basket

THE BLACK AND WHITE BASKET 

Don’t you put in your pocket

I’ll hold a grudge and never drop it`

Heather Joy Puskarich



40 Edward Ramsay-Morin



41Liz Rodda

When experiencing a moment of self doubt, apply 
Britney Spears Fantasy to the base of your throat and 
behind your knees. As you wear Fantasy throughout 
the day, it will react with your body heat and continue to 
emit scent. Avoid showering. Repeat until the bottle is 
empty.



42 S Rodriguez

Score for Two Mammals



43William Sarradet

(1) Take something that you didn’t earn. It must be an object, 
preferably if it came from your grandmother, or something 
you found during a moving house that you don’t remember 
accruing. It can be money, but if so, the actual paper/coin 
money earned must be used for the next step.

(2) Give it to someone else. They don’t have to desire it, but 
if they can use it, then the cycle is perfected. If you are giv-
ing money to a homeless person, don’t tell them about this 
performance, but try to keep the serial number of the US dol-
lars in some kind of record. You may also give them foreign 
money, in which case you will have to figure out what serial 
number is important to record.

If you are performing this act in Texas, the next step must be 
performed. If not, you may perform this act by continuing to 
number (4):

(3) Find out the price of a barrel of oil at approximately the 
hour that your transaction took place.

(3a) Paint or draw that number onto a wall that faces the 
street.

(3b) Don’t revisit the wall; you may get in trouble for vandal-
ism. Try to get as far away from the wall as you can without 
being identified, and find a location for the next step:

(4) Think of a digital asset that you rely on (a password 
works well, although it can be up to you). Ritualize a way to 
forget it. Please do not hurt your body or your brain while 
doing this. This may be impossible, although it does not pre-
vent you from the next step:

(5) Reflect on this experience of loss and forfeiture, and 
write about it. Send it in a letter or postcard to 5727 McCom-
mas Blvd Unit G, Dallas Texas, 75206. Check online listings 
periodically for the rest of your life to see if that building has 
been demolished. 
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Sarah Aziz (Lubbock, TX)
sarahaziz.com

Tania Breton Santin (Houtson, TX)

Shannon Cannings (Lubbock, TX)
shannoncannings.com

Ching-In Chen (Seattle, WA)
chinginchen.com

Danielle Demetria East (Dallas, TX)
danielledemetria.portfoliobox.net

Indya Finch (Iowa City, IA)

Bryce Fitzgerald (Houston, TX) 

Carol Flueckiger (Lubbock, TX)
carolflueckiger.com

John Forse (Houston, TX) 
johnmforse.wordpress.com

A. Michelle Fox (Colorado City, TX)
amichellefox.onuniverse.com

Mckee Frazior (Arlington, TX)
mckeefrazior.com

Jesús González Flores (Chicago, IL)
jesusjavier.com

Alex Goss (Houston, TX)
alexgoss.net



Shaun Griffiths (Huntsville, TX)
shaun-griffiths.com

Jane Helslander (Austin, TX)
janehelslander.com

M. J. Hernandez (Lubbock, TX) 
sadistslothartist.squarespace.com

Jes Holloway (The Woodlands, TX) 

Abdullah Khan (Houston, TX)

Cairus Larsen (State College, PA)
cairuslarsen.com

Nico Larsen (Missoula, MT)
nicolarsen.com

Pat Lawler (Huntsville, TX)
vimeo.com/user46486495

Julie Libersat (Denton, TX)
julielibersat.com

Rachel Livedalen (Fort Worth, TX)
rachellivedalen.com

Max Manning (Spring, TX)
maxmanningart.com

Dani Mata (Huntsville, TX)

Cassie Mira (Seattle, WA)
cassiemira.com



Steve Parker (Austin, TX)
steve-parker.net

Heather Joy Puskarich (Dallas, TX)
heatherjoypuskarich.com

Edward Ramsay-Morin (Huntsville, TX)
vimeo.com/edwardramsaymorin

Liz Rodda (Austin, TX)
lizrodda.com

S Rodriguez (Dallas, TX)
IG: blve.azvl

William Sarradet (Dallas, TX)
societyofsomething.com

Aja Segapeli (El Paso, TX) 
ajasegapeli.com

Jessica Simorte (Spring, TX)
jessicasimorte.com

J. Eric Simpson (Lubbock, TX)
jeric-simpson.squarespace.com

Carl Spartz (Odessa, Texas)
carlspartz.com

Heather Warren-Crow (Lubbock, TX)
heatherwarren-crow.com
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